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or pc!. Enjoy an audio .Q: How to limit number of queries against a database with different where
clauses I am using mongodb + php and want to limit number of queries made on a single page to the
database. Currently I'm doing something like this: find("index_name", array("req_id" => $req_id));
?> Now I only want to do this query once per page load. I could probably just do an OR that only
returns one record, but this isn't really an optimal solution. A: I figured this would be an elegant
solution for you (I have left the standard code in). You first need to grab the session variable and set
it to 0. execute("$sess_id = 0"); $items = $database->find("index_name", array("req_id" => $req_id,
"sess_id" => $sess_id)); var_dump($sess_id); ?> Now this uses the session to know what the current
sess_id (in the database) should be. This is done because the session id is being reset between
queries, so we need to make sure what we send to the database is always the same number. As an
aside: If you have $sess_id set as a session variable rather than a POST variable, you can get other
items from the session and send them to the database by using $_SESSION['some_var']. The Gray
Wolf Dog The Gray Wolf Dog is a novel by British author Dean Constantine. The novel is
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